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A spatial transcriptome map of the 
developing maize ear
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Wenwen Shao    2,3,4, Wenjie Wei1, Xiaofeng Wei2,5, Tao Yang    2,5, Jing Chen2,5, 
Lihua Chen2, Qian Ding1, Minji Bai1, Lin Zhuo1, Li Li2, David Jackson    1,6, 
Zuxin Zhang    1,7, Xun Xu    2, Jianbing Yan    1,7, Huan Liu    2,8 , Lei Liu    1,7  & 
Ning Yang    1,7 

A comprehensive understanding of inflorescence development is crucial 
for crop genetic improvement, as inflorescence meristems give rise to 
reproductive organs and determine grain yield. However, dissecting 
inflorescence development at the cellular level has been challenging 
owing to a lack of specific marker genes to distinguish among cell types, 
particularly in different types of meristems that are vital for organ formation. 
In this study, we used spatial enhanced resolution omics-sequencing 
(Stereo-seq) to construct a precise spatial transcriptome map of the 
developing maize ear primordium, identifying 12 cell types, including  
4 newly defined cell types found mainly in the inflorescence meristem. By 
extracting the meristem components for detailed clustering, we identified 
three subtypes of meristem and validated two MADS-box genes that were 
specifically expressed at the apex of determinate meristems and involved 
in stem cell determinacy. Furthermore, by integrating single-cell RNA 
transcriptomes, we identified a series of spatially specific networks and hub 
genes that may provide new insights into the formation of different tissues. 
In summary, this study provides a valuable resource for research on cereal 
inflorescence development, offering new clues for yield improvement.

Plant meristems harbour a population of pluripotent stem cells  
and their descendants, which are organized into distinct domains with 
specific functions. In flowering plants, meristems establish inflores-
cence architecture, and in crop species, they contribute to the deter-
mination of grain yield1. The inflorescence is initiated when a vegetative 
shoot apical meristem transitions into the inflorescence meristem 
(IM)2. In maize, the IM then proliferates and produces lateral meristems 
called spikelet pair meristems, which develop into spikelet meristems 
and then floral meristems3. Forward and reverse genetic approaches 

have identified over 150 genes that regulate inflorescence architecture 
in maize, such as KNOTTED1 (ref. 4), BARREN STALK1 (ref. 5), RAMOSA1 
(ref. 6), RAMOSA3 (ref. 7), BRANCHED SILKLESS1 (ref. 8), ZmACO2 (ref. 9)  
and YIGE1 (ref. 10). However, genetic pleiotropy and redundancy  
still limit the insights into inflorescence gene regulatory networks11.

Conventional transcriptomics approaches generate profiles of 
whole plant organs or tissues and ignore cell heterogeneity, making it 
difficult to address many biological problems12. With the rapid develop-
ment of cell capture technology, single-cell transcriptome sequencing 
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spatial transcriptome of developing ears. After removing low-quality 
bins (gene number < 150), we obtained a total of 34,559 bin50s from  
the four ear sections, with an average of 8,639 bin50s and 28,530 
expressed genes per section (UMI counts greater than 1; Supplemen-
tary Table 1). The four sections shared similar gene and UMI numbers 
in each bin50, supporting the reproducibility of the Stereo-seq data 
(Supplementary Fig. 3). In summary, we generated high-quality in situ 
single-cell RNA sequencing datasets of developing maize ears by using 
Stereo-seq.

Spatial clustering and validation of cluster identities
We next pooled the bin50s of two adjacent sections, 1 and 2 (from  
the same ear), for unsupervised clustering analysis after imputation 
(for details, see Methods). A Uniform Manifold Approximation and 
Projection (UMAP) visualization revealed 12 distinct clusters (Fig. 1c). 
The spatial arrangement of eight cell types within the ear corroborated 
the previously published results16. Our Stereo-seq results also identified 
newly defined cell types. For example, we discovered three discrete 
cell types in the IM (Fig. 1d and Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5). These 
include IM tip (IMT), concentrated in the top four or five layers of the 
IM; IM periphery (IMP), along the outer periphery of the IM; and IM, 
in the central region of IM. The discovery of these distinct cell types 
highlights the complex tissue structure of maize ear primordia and 
holds substantial promise for delimiting discrete functional regions 
within the tissue landscape of the ear.

To verify the reliability of our Stereo-seq data, we next character-
ized the distribution of different cell types in two additional ear sec-
tions, 3 and 4. UMAP plots showed that bin50s from the two sections 
were classified into 11 and 13 clusters, respectively (Supplementary 
Fig. 6). Using the spatial information of the bin50s, we identified the 
physical location of each cluster (Supplementary Figs. 7 and 8). After 
comparing all four sections, we found that ten cell types (represented 
by bin50 clustering) could be repeatedly detected (in at least three 
sections). We used MetaNeighbor to determine how well the identity 
of bin50s in the stem cell types of one section could be predicted on 
the basis of their similarity to a cell type from another section, reported 
as the average area under the receiver operating characteristic curve 
(AUROC). Ten cell types with AUROC > 0.75 could be detected across at 
least two sections (Supplementary Fig. 9). We also identified a series of 
cluster-enriched genes and cluster-specific marker genes by analysing 
differentially expressed genes among these clusters. More than 70% of 
the marker genes showed the same spatial expression pattern in at least 
three sections (Supplementary Table 2), again supporting the repro-
ducibility of our Stereo-seq data. To further validate the sensitivity and 
accuracy of the Stereo-seq method, we examined the expression pat-
terns of 55 genes, including 24 well-characterized ear developmental 
genes selected from the literature6–8,26–49 and 31 randomly selected 
marker genes identified by Stereo-seq, and we performed mRNA 
in situ hybridization experiments. This approach validated the spa-
tial expression patterns of 74% of the genes (41/55; Supplementary 
Data 1). For example, in the Stereo-seq data, 3-ketoacyl-CoA synthase15 
(kcs15) (Zm00001eb047970) and ZmZNF30 (Zm00001eb205550) 
were observed expressed specifically in the meristem epidermis (ME) 
and vasculature, respectively, in Stereo-seq, and these patterns were 
confirmed by mRNA in situ hybridization (Fig. 1e,f). Ultimately, all 
common cell types except the cortex and pith were verified by mRNA 
in situ hybridization. We also identified and validated four cell/domain 
types that have not been reported in previous studies16, including those 
located in critical domains, such as meristem internal (corresponding 
to the cells of the meristem centre) as well as IMT, IMP and IM, as men-
tioned above. These results indicate that Stereo-seq can accurately 
portray the physical distributions of cell types and reveal specific 
gene expression patterns, and also enable the profiling of previously 
ungrouped meristem niche cell types that are hard to identify using 
traditional scRNA-seq.

(scRNA-seq) has been widely used in plant developmental biology13,14. 
Such studies provide insights into the roles and regulatory networks 
of different cell types during development. Single-cell transcriptome 
studies of maize shoot apical meristems, developing ears and roots 
have produced high-resolution maps of organ development and cell 
differentiation trajectories15–17. In these studies, intact tissues were first 
digested into protoplasts, which were then subjected to scRNA-seq. 
However, this procedure results in the loss of cell spatial information 
and therefore has several disadvantages: (1) not all cell types can be 
assigned to spatial locations by marker genes, (2) the same cell type 
could have different spatial locations and could differentiate into dif-
ferent tissues, and (3) the prediction of developmental trajectories 
based on single-cell sequencing remains challenging. These challenges 
are readily apparent in inflorescence primordia, which involve the 
sequential development of related meristem types.

Spatial heterogeneity is a key feature of tissue function and cell fate 
regulation. Recording transcriptional status with spatial coordinates is 
therefore necessary. The DNA nanoball (DNB)-based spatial transcrip-
tome technology (spatial enhanced resolution omics-sequencing, or 
Stereo-seq) can analyse centimetre-scale samples with subcellular 
resolution and thus compensate for the shortcomings of single-cell 
sequencing18. Stereo-seq has been used for in situ capture of spatial 
transcriptomic information in animal models, such as the study of 
recovery in the salamander telencephalon following injury19 and recon-
structing the developmental trajectories of cell fate transitions and 
molecular changes during zebrafish embryogenesis20. However, spatial 
transcriptome sequencing has been performed successfully in a few 
types of plants, such as Arabidopsis leaves21, peanut22, tomato callus23 
and soybean nodule24.

In the present study, we aimed to construct a high-resolution spa-
tial transcriptional atlas of developing maize ears using Stereo-seq. This 
approach generated a valuable data resource for investigating gene 
expression, cell type organization and regulatory networks, ultimately 
enhancing our understanding of the mechanisms that underlie maize 
ear development and promoting yield improvement efforts.

Results
In situ RNA sequencing of developing maize ears by Stereo-seq
The architecture of the maize ear is determined during early develop-
ment (~5–10 mm stage), when meristem initiation, maintenance and 
determinacy decisions start to form specific organs6,25. To generate 
a spatial transcriptome map of this critical developmental stage, we 
harvested ~6-mm-stage ear primordia of the B73 inbred line, which 
contained all meristem types (Fig. 1a). The ears were directly fixed in for-
malin–acetic acid–alcohol for 10 min and then quick-frozen in optimal 
cutting temperature resin, which ensures cell integrity and reduces the 
formation of damaging ice crystals (see Methods for details). Following 
a Stereo-seq protocol for plant tissues21, 10-μm-thick frozen sections 
were attached to three 1 cm2 chips for mRNA capture. Nucleic acid stain-
ing of cryosections was performed to check nuclear integrity (Fig. 1b). 
Intact sections were then used for Stereo-seq based on DNB sequencing 
technology18. The DNBs are precast to contain coordinate identities and 
unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) (Fig. 1b). We ultimately obtained 
high-quality spatial transcriptomes from four developing ear sections, 
with no transcript signal diffusion according to the UMI distribution 
(Supplementary Fig. 1).

Each DNB spot on the chip was 220 nm in diameter, and the 
centre-to-centre distance of two adjacent spots was 500 nm. After 
merging the high-resolution stained images and sequencing data in 
the Stereomics visualization system (https://www.stomics.tech/sap/), 
we compared the spatial clustering using different bin sizes, includ-
ing bin20 (~10 μm, 20 × 20 DNB), bin50 (~25 μm, 50 × 50 DNB) and 
bin100 (~50 μm, 100 × 100 DNB). We found that bin50 produced a more  
accurate spatial clustering result (Supplementary Fig. 2). Therefore, 
bin50 (~25 μm) was chosen to represent each spot and construct the 
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Two MADS-box genes identified through Stereo-seq 
contribute to stem cell differentiation
We next asked whether the Stereo-seq dataset could advance our under-
standing of how stem cell determinacy shifts from the indeterminate IM 
to the more determinate spikelet and floral meristems. Since these dif-
ferent meristem types are highly similar, traditional scRNA-seq strate-
gies cannot distinguish their spatial positions and expression profiles16. 

By contrast, our spatial transcriptome map could distinguish different 
meristem types by segmenting their physical locations. Therefore, on 
the basis of their spatial position, we extracted the bin50s of indeter-
minate and determinate meristems from IM, spikelet meristem and 
floral meristem. A total of 1,182 bin50s from section 1 (determinate 
ME = 837, IMT = 345), 1,394 bin50s from section 2 (ME = 970, IMT = 424), 
674 bin50s from section 3 (ME = 589, IMT = 85) and 765 bin50s from 
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Fig. 1 | A spatial transcriptomic atlas of the developing maize ear. a, Left, a 
scanning electron microscope image of a developing maize ear. Right, close-ups 
of the IM, spikelet pair meristems (SPM), spikelet meristems (SM) and floral 
meristems (FM). b, Left, nucleic acid dye staining of 6 mm developing maize 
ear sections attached to a 1 cm2 chip. Right, diagram of the Stereo-seq process, 
showing the size of each spot and the distance between two adjacent spots.  
CID, coordinate identity. c, Twelve clusters are displayed in an integrated  
UMAP plot in two dimensions. Each dot represents a bin50 from sections  
1 and 2. d, Left, spatial distribution of cell types that were identified in sections  
1 and 2: IMP, IM, vasculature (including xylem, phloem and bundle sheath), 

meristem base, adaxial meristem periphery, determinate lateral organs,  
ME, meristem internal and IMT. Right, schematic of a 6 mm maize ear showing 
the cell identities detected by Stereo-seq. e, mRNA in situ hybridization of kcs15 
(right) validates Stereo-seq cluster 9, the ME (left). f, mRNA in situ hybridization 
of ZmZNF30 (Zinc Finger Protein 30, right) validates Stereo-seq cluster 5, the 
vasculature (left). ZmZNF30 was also validated as marker gene for phloem16.  
The experiments in a,e,f were repeated in at least three independent sections.  
In b, Stereo-seq was applied in two independent sections (sections 1 and 2).  
In f, Exp present gene expression level.
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section 4 (ME = 666, IMT = 99) were obtained and re-clustered. This 
generated three sub-clusters (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 10), which 
were clearly distributed in distinct developmental domains, including 
the indeterminate IMT, determinate spikelet/floral meristem periphery 
and determinate spikelet/floral meristem tip. These results indicate 
that our re-clustering could separate highly similar stem cell types, 
enabling us to investigate the changes in gene expression that govern 
stem cell fate during ear development.

We next performed a comparative analysis to identify the possible 
regulators that control stem cell determinacy. A series of differentially 
expressed genes among the three sub-clusters were detected using 
the Seurat FindAllMarkers function (Supplementary Table 3; min.
pct, 0.3; fold change, >2; padj, <0.01)50. These included two MADS-box 
genes, ZmMADS8 and its paralogue ZmMADS14 (Fig. 2b and Supple-
mentary Fig. 10), with specific expression in determinate spikelet/
floral meristem tips in Stereo-seq, and their expression patterns were 
validated by mRNA in situ hybridization (Fig. 2c,d and Supplementary 
Fig. 11). A previous study suggested that misexpressing ZmMADS8 and  
DROOPING LEAF2 in the meristem could activate a leaf program, chang-
ing meristem identity to produce a branch51,52, thus implying a function 
for ZmMADS8 in stem cell determinacy. To test this, we generated 
double knock-out mutants of ZmMADS8 and 14 using CRISPR–Cas9 
genome editing (Supplementary Fig. 12). The single mutants developed 
normally, producing normal spikelets and fertile florets. Similarly, 
the CR-Zmmads8/14 double mutants developed normally, including 
their inflorescence and spikelet meristems (Supplementary Fig. 13). 
However, the double-mutant floral meristems were converted to inde-
terminate ear branches. This indicates that ZmMADS8 and 14 are key 
regulators that impose floret identity on stem cells (Fig. 2e–p). In 
summary, our results indicate that ZmMADS8 and ZmMADS14 redun-
dantly play a critical function in programming the differentiation of 
pluripotent stem cells into determinate floral meristems during maize 
ear development. The spatial transcriptome generated by Stereo-seq 
thus provides new insights into crop inflorescence development and 
facilitates the identification of key developmental regulators.

Two major trajectories in developing maize ears
We next established a developmental trajectory for the developing  
ear predicated on its anatomical framework. Employing Monocle2  
(ref. 53) for pseudotime analysis, we found that bin50s originating from 
the IMT appeared early along the pseudotime trajectory (Fig. 3a,b). 
This suggests that the IMT cells are less differentiated than other cell 
types; thus, IMT cells are more likely to be the origin of the trajectory. 
Subsequently, in the early pseudotime stages, bin50s were predomi-
nantly localized in the regions of the ME, MI and meristem base. As 
the pseudotime progressed to middle and later stages, bin50s were 
primarily situated in the pith, cortex and vasculature (Supplementary 
Fig. 14). This distribution pattern suggests a distinct differentiation 
state between the spikelet meristem and the vascular bundle.

To validate this cellular differentiation trajectory, we performed an 
RNA velocity analysis, which revealed two primary trajectories traced 
along the pseudotime continuum (Fig. 3c and Supplementary Fig. 15): 
(1) bin50s localized in the ME undergoing differentiation towards 
the meristem base and (2) bin50s in the upper region of the vascula-
ture undergoing differentiation towards the primordium base. These 
observations suggest no fewer than two developmental trajectories in 
the maize ear. Specifically, the spikelet meristem trajectory is marked 
by vertical differentiation, whereas the vascular bundle trajectory is 
indicative of horizontal expansion processes (Fig. 3d).

Construction of spatial regulatory networks by integrated 
analysis of scRNA-seq and Stereo-seq
Our findings from spatial clustering (Fig. 1) and trajectory analysis 
(Fig. 3) were consistent with the expected developmental processes 
of the maize ear, suggesting that our spatial transcriptome dataset 

could provide valuable clues to understanding the gene expression 
patterns at the cell-type level. However, despite the effectiveness of 
spatial transcriptomics in identifying the physical distributions of cell 
types, it does not operate at the single-cell level. To obtain additional 
information at a single-cell level, we used scRNA-seq to construct a more 
detailed transcriptome map. The enzymatic dissociation of cells during 
protoplasting results in a loss of spatial information. A combination 
of scRNA-seq and spatial transcriptomics could therefore improve the 
resolution of cell types and reveal their functional characteristics. We 
performed scRNA-seq using ear primordia at the same developmental 
time point as those used for Stereo-seq (~6–8 mm stage). Protoplast 
suspensions from two independent replicates were made into libraries 
and sequenced, with comparable UMIs and detected gene numbers 
(Methods, Supplementary Figs. 16 and 17a, and Supplementary Table 1). 
After removing protoplasting-induced genes16 and filtering low-quality 
cells with >5% mitochondrial transcripts and <1,500 expressed genes, 
we obtained 14,243 cells and 28,627 expressed genes (with UMI > 1).

Before performing unsupervised analysis, we removed batch 
effects between the two replicates using the Harmony algorithm (Sup-
plementary Fig. 17b)54. We then visualized clustering using a UMAP 
plot, which grouped the cells into 13 clusters (Fig. 4a). To introduce 
spatial information to the scRNA-seq clusters (Sc-Clusters), we inte-
grated the scRNA-seq and Stereo-seq data by applying STRIDE55 to 
calculate the proportion of cells (from scRNA-seq) in each bin50. The 
STRIDE prediction results revealed that cells of Sc-Clusters 0, 3 and 
4 were from the IM, while cells of Sc-Clusters 1, 11 and 12 were mainly 
from the vasculature, meristem internal and ME, respectively (Fig. 4b 
and Supplementary Fig. 18). The same conclusions could be drawn 
using bin50s from sections 3 and 4 (Supplementary Figs. 19 and 20). 
To further verify the accuracy of our integration results, we identified 
2,864 genes as cluster-specific markers in scRNA-seq (Supplementary 
Table 4; min.pct, 0.3; log2fc.threshold, 0.25; padj, <0.01) using the  
Seurat FindAllMarkers function and verified their expression patterns 
in the Stereo-seq data (Fig. 4c). Except for Sc-Cluster 11, at least five 
genes provide support for the prediction of the spatial information for 
each Sc-Cluster (Supplementary Figs. 21–23), demonstrating the reli-
ability of STRIDE for the integration of scRNA-seq and Stereo-seq data.

To understand gene regulation in developing ears, we next built 
co-expression networks using the scRNA-seq datasets with WGCNA56. 
We identified 12 gene modules whose constituent genes were expressed 
in a highly coordinated manner (Supplementary Fig. 24 and Supple-
mentary Table 5). For example, 40.2% of the genes in module 3 exhibited 
the highest expression level in the vasculature (Sc-Cluster 1). Module 
3 genes were involved in the phenylpropanoid metabolic process 
(GO:0009699; Supplementary Fig. 25a) and phenylpropanoid biosyn-
thesis pathway (KEGG:00940), which serves as the initial step of lignin 
biosynthesis57,58. The vasculature includes xylem tissues with several 
lignified cell types, such as vessel elements (which transport water) and 
tracheid fibres. In module 5, 76.9% of the genes had the highest expres-
sion levels in IM cells (Sc-Cluster 4), and GO enrichment revealed that 
module 5 genes were enriched in carbon metabolism pathways, such as 
organic acid catabolic process activity (GO:0016054; Supplementary 
Fig. 25b). In module 7, 86.7% of the genes had the highest expression 
level in ME cells (Sc-Cluster 12), and these genes were significantly 
enriched in processes related to fatty acid metabolism (GO:0006633) 
and the biosynthesis of cutin and wax (GO:0010025; Supplementary 
Fig. 25c). The plant cuticle, composed of a lipophilic layer of cutin and 
cuticular waxes, covers the surface of the epidermis and plays a crucial 
role in limiting non-stomatal water loss, facilitating gas exchange, and 
providing mechanical strength and viscoelastic properties59. Together, 
these results suggest that genes within the same module probably 
function in the same cell types and are associated with region-specific 
biological functions of cells.

To explore the core regulatory genes in each of these cell 
types, we next exported gene modules to Cytoscape60 to construct  
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Fig. 2 | ZmMADS8 and ZmMADS14 identified using Stereo-seq data contribute 
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distributed in the ME and the IMT. The UMAP plot reveals the presence of three 
sub-clusters. Right, physical distribution of bin50s of three sub-clusters on 
section 1. Stereo-seq was applied in one independent section (section 1). DMT, 
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are highlighted in red. c,d, mRNA in situ hybridization with antisense probes of 
ZmMADS8 (c) and ZmMADS14 (d). The arrowheads point to the DMT and DMP. 

These experiments were repeated in at least three independent sections. Scale 
bars, 0.1 mm. e–h, The ear phenotypes of the wild type (WT) (e), CR-Zmmads8 
(f), CR-Zmmads14 (g) and CR-Zmmads8/14 (h), with the latter showing the 
conversion to branches. Scale bars, 2 cm. i–l, The female floret phenotypes of 
the wild type (i), CR-Zmmads8 (j) and CR-Zmmads14 (k) and the conversion to 
branches in CR-Zmmads8/14 (l). SK, silk; N, nucellus. Scale bars, 0.5 cm.  
m–p, Scanning electron microscope images of the floret meristem in the wild 
type (m), CR-Zmmads8 (n) and CR-Zmmads14 (o) and the conversion to branches 
in CR-Zmmads8/14 (p). Scale bars, 0.2 mm. The experiments in e–p were repeated 
in at least three independent ears.
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a co-expression network. The connectivity of each gene was calcu-
lated by summing its connection strengths with other genes. Some 
nodes were considered to be hub genes, since their expression pattern  
correlated with numerous genes (with a higher number of directed 
edges and neighbourhood connectivity; Supplementary Fig. 26). The 
biological functions of these hub genes also showed that they prob-
ably contributed to the development of the cell types in which they  
were expressed. For example, OUTER CELL LAYER (OCL) genes func-
tion in cuticle biosynthesis in Arabidopsis and maize61–63. In module 7,  
we identified OCL5 (Zm00001eb171720) as a hub gene with the  
highest connection to multiple kcs and GLOSSY genes (Fig. 4d),  
which are known to participate in wax and cutin biosynthesis64,65. 
Furthermore, Stereo-seq data indicated that OCL5 was specifically 
expressed in the ME (Fig. 4g), consistent with the notion that the cuticle 

synthesis process is regulated by OCL, kcs and GLOSSY genes occurring 
in these cells.

We also found that multiple laccase genes were enriched in mod-
ule3 (laccase9 (Zm00001eb149240), laccase7 (Zm00001eb147860), 
laccase14 (Zm00001eb127360), laccase11 (Zm00001eb012250) and 
laccase2 (Zm00001eb289630)). Laccase genes are implicated in  
lignin biosynthesis in Arabidopsis66,67, suggesting that they act 
similarly to promote vessel development in maize. Peroxidase19 
(Zm00001eb131000) and peroxidase5 (Zm00001eb282430) had the 
highest connectivity to laccase genes (Fig. 4e), and Stereo-seq data 
indicated that peroxidase19 was specifically expressed in the vessels 
(Fig. 4g). Peroxidase enzymes transfer monolignols to lignin, and we 
therefore speculate that peroxidase and laccase genes together regu-
late lignin composition.
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We next identified that module 5 was abundant in genes related to 
trehalose synthesis, including a trehalose-6-phosphate phosphatase 
(trpp14, Zm00001eb018720) and four trehalose-6-phosphate syn-
thase genes (trps7, Zm00001eb153280; trps15, Zm00001eb370990; 
trps5, Zm00001eb098910; and trps10, Zm00001eb192680). 
Trehalose-6-phosphate is a key signal in plant development, and 
overexpression of TRPP genes in maize ears increased kernel set and 
harvest index under drought stress68,69. A NAC transcription factor 
(Zm00001eb405590, also annotated as NACTF25), served as a hub 
gene with high connection to these genes (Fig. 4f). Meanwhile, our 
Stereo-seq data showed that NACTF25 was strongly expressed in the 
IM (Fig. 4g). Although NACTF25 has not been reported to contribute 
to maize ear development, NAC transcription factors directly regulate 
the expression of TRPP genes and influence yield in rice70. We therefore 
predict that NACTF25 might affect IM growth by regulating multiple 
TRPP and TRPS genes.

To further investigate whether hub genes in our expression net-
work might contribute to maize yield, we estimated the narrow-sense 
heritability (h2) of ear morphology traits related to yield71,72. We queried 
a phenotyped association mapping panel of 507 maize lines for hub 
genes that were highly expressed in the vasculature (module 3), IM 
(module 5) and ME (module 7), comparing them with a distribution 
of h2 estimates from random subsets of genes (expressed higher than 
the hub genes’ average expression level). Using single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) within 2 kb of genes73, we found that hub genes that 
were highly expressed in the vasculature (module 3) and IM (module 5) 
had greater SNP heritability than the 95th percentile of random genes 
for cob diameter, kernel row number and ear length traits. In addition, 
hub genes that were highly expressed in the ME (module 7) had greater 
SNP heritability than the 95th percentile of random genes for kernel 
number per row (Supplementary Fig. 27 and Supplementary Table 6). 
In summary, our findings demonstrate the benefits of integrating 
single-cell and spatial transcriptome data and highlight the power 
of this method in identifying candidate genes associated with maize 
yield-related traits.

Discussion
The maize ear is an excellent model to study meristem fate transitions 
during development, with the potential to optimize morphology to 
enhance grain yield74–76. Many spatiotemporally expressed genes act 
early in development to determine ear size and kernel number of the 
maize ears, requiring us to understand gene expression at the spatial and 
single-cell levels. A previous study generated a single-cell-resolution 
map of the developing maize ear primordium using scRNA-seq data 
from protoplasts, demonstrating that these data could facilitate genetic 
studies16. However, limited by the number and resolution of marker 
genes, the molecular definitions and spatial information of cell types 
are largely incomplete and difficult to identify in plants. Stereo-seq is a 
recently developed DNB-based spatial transcriptome technology that 
has been applied to animal models18–20 and Arabidopsis leaves21. This 
method enabled us to generate a more precise spatial transcriptome 
profile of the maize ear and to clearly distinguish 12 cell types (sec-
tions 1 and 2). Ultimately, 8 of these 12 cell types were consistent with 
a previous scRNA-seq study. Four newly defined cell types in our study 
were also supported by mRNA in situ hybridization evidence, including 
IM, IMP, IMT and meristem internal. These findings will substantially 

enhance our understanding of cell types in the developing maize ear 
and their respective biological functions.

On the basis of our high-resolution Stereo-seq data, we found that 
two major trajectories initiated from the IMT. Taking advantage of our 
spatial transcriptome, we extracted and re-clustered indeterminate and 
determinate meristem components from the IM, spikelet meristem 
and floral meristem. Because of their similarity, these meristem cells 
could not be resolved by scRNA-seq analysis16. We found that two para-
logues, ZmMADS8 and ZmMADS14, were specifically expressed in the 
determinate spikelet/floral meristem tips and controlled floral stem cell 
determinacy. The Stereo-seq spatial transcriptome therefore provides 
new insights into maize inflorescence development and facilitates the 
identification of key regulators underlying specific developmental 
processes that could inform crop yield improvement.

By employing a deconvolution algorithm to evaluate the similarity 
between scRNA-seq and spatial transcriptome data, we inferred the 
identities of six clusters and validated three spatially resolved gene 
modules in scRNA-seq. Furthermore, we found that the hub genes in 
the core co-expression networks were closely related to the biological 
functions of their cell types/tissues. Modifying such hub genes could 
offer a new solution to avoid gene redundancy in breeding strate-
gies. For example, the hub gene NACTF25 was co-expressed with a 
cluster of TRPP and TRPS genes, which function in the synthesis of 
trehalose-6-phosphate. Members of these gene families regulate maize 
ear development77. Follow-up studies could test whether NACTF25 could 
be used to overcome the redundancy of the TRPP gene family in future 
breeding strategies. Our results highlight the advantages of Stereo-seq 
for constructing a comprehensive and precise spatial transcriptome 
map of the maize ear. In addition, Stereo-seq can be successfully used 
to infer the cell type identities from standard scRNA-seq studies. In  
the near future, as Stereo-seq continues to evolve and enhance its 
capacity for in situ mRNA capture, the integration of spatial and 
single-cell transcriptomics will also become more precise and efficient.

In summary, the implementation of Stereo-seq technology in our 
study has proved to be a powerful tool for obtaining a comprehensive 
spatial transcriptome map of the developing maize ear. The data gener-
ated using this approach not only serve as a valuable genetic resource 
but also provide insights into the development of the maize ear at a 
higher resolution. The knowledge gained here can inform the process 
of maize yield improvement and deepen our understanding of IM devel-
opment. Our exploration of the application of Stereo-seq methodo logy 
in this context contributes valuable experience to the field of plant 
spatial transcriptomics, paving the way for future advancements in 
this area.

Methods
Plant growth conditions and tissue fixation
Maize B73 inbred plants were grown in the field (April–July) at 
Huazhong Agricultural University in Wuhan, Hubei, or in a greenhouse 
with 12 hours of daylight at temperatures ranging from 26 to 28 °C 
during the day and 22 to 24 °C at night. Developing ears (~6 mm) were 
collected at the 11- or 12-leaf stage and immediately fixed in a 50% for-
malin–acetic acid–alcohol solution (50% absolute ethanol, 10% formal-
dehyde, 5% acetic acid, v/v/v) for 10 min. The tissues were then treated 
with 2% sucrose solution (1 PBS buffer, pH 7.4, 2% sucrose, v/m) and 
vacuumed on ice for 15 min each; then, the solution was changed and 

Fig. 4 | Construction of spatial co-expression networks by integrating  
scRNA-seq and Stereo-seq data. a, Thirteen clusters visualized by an integrated 
UMAP plot in two replications. Each dot represents a cell. b, The proportions 
of cells from different Sc-Clusters on sections 1 and 2 (#1 and #2). c, Top, UMAP 
plots of marker genes from the scRNA-seq data. The numbers in the plots indicate 
that the gene is the marker gene of the corresponding Sc-Cluster, and the colour 
scale indicates the normalized expression level in the scRNA-seq data. Bottom, 
UMAP plots of the same genes from the Stereo-seq data. The numbers in the 

plots indicate that the gene is the marker gene of the corresponding cluster, and 
the colour scale indicates the normalized expression level in the Stereo-seq data 
from sections 1 and 2. d–f, Co-expression networks of genes in modules 7 (d), 3 (e) 
and 5 (f). The networks were visualized with Cytoscape. Node size represents the 
relative connectivity. The line shade represents the weight of the edge between 
two nodes. g, Spatial visualization of three hub genes from modules 3, 5 and 7 on 
sections 1 and 2. The colour scale indicates the normalized expression level.
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vacuum applied for an additional 15 min. The ears were then embedded 
in pre-chilled optimal cutting temperature resin (Sakura), snap-frozen 
in liquid nitrogen pre-chilled isopentane for 10 s and stored at −80 °C 
for later use.

The maize double-mutant CR-Zmmads8/14 transgenic lines were 
generated in the KN5855 genetic background. The mutations were 
detected by PCR with the primers listed in Supplementary Table 7. The 
CR-Zmmads8/14 double mutants were crossed with the wild type and 
then self-crossed to segregate the CR-Zmmads8 and CR-Zmmads14 
single mutants, which were evaluated in the field in two environ-
ments: summer 2020 in Wuhan (30° N, 114° E) and spring 2021 in Sanya 
(18.34° N, 109.62° E), China. The scanning electron microscope obser-
vations of ears were performed at the seven- to eight-leaf stage.

Scanning electron microscope observations
Immature ears (~5–6 mm) of B73, KN5585, CR-Zmmads8, CR-Zmmads14 
and CR-Zmmads8/14 were collected from plants at the seven- to 
eight-leaf stage grown in the field at Huazhong Agricultural University 
in Wuhan, Hubei, or in a greenhouse maintained at 26–28 °C during 
the day and 22–24 °C at night with a 12-hour light–dark cycle. The husk 
leaf primordia were quickly removed, and the bracts and the ears were 
observed using a Jeol JSM-7900F scanning electron microscope, as 
previously described44.

Nucleic acid staining
For nucleic acid staining, 10 μm slices of the sample were placed on a 
sticky slide (ProbeOn Plus, Fisher) and dewaxed with 100% Histoclear 
(10 min) twice, followed by an alcohol gradient (100% to 95% to 85% to 
70% to 50% to 30% to ddH2O) for 2 min each time. The slides were then 
placed in 1× PBS buffer for 2 min, and finally the sections were stained 
with 0.1 μg ml−1 DAPI. After staining for 3–5 min, the slides were rinsed 
with 1× PBS buffer. After rinsing, the slides were covered and observed 
under a fluorescence microscope.

In situ hybridization
Immature maize B73 ears, measuring 5–6 mm in length, were fixed in 
a 4% PFA solution (4 g of paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved 
in 100 ml of 1× PBS, pH 6.5–7). The ears were dehydrated in a series 
of ethanol concentrations and cleared in Histoclear, embedded in 
Paraplast Plus (Sigma, P3683) and sectioned to a thickness of 8 μm. 
To generate sense and antisense RNA probes, probe fragments were 
amplified by PCR using the primers listed in Supplementary Table 7.  
A sequence (CATTAATACGACTCACTATAGGG) was incorporated in the 
5′ or 3′ primers for sense and antisense RNA probes, respectively. The 
probes were then transcribed in vitro using T7 RNA polymerase28 and 
labelled with digoxigenin-UTP28. Finally, RNA hybridization, immu-
nologic detection and signal capture of the hybridized probes were 
performed as previously described4.

Stereo-seq library preparation and sequencing
The experimental method was based on the previously reported 
Stereo-seq standard protocol v.1.1 with some modifications18. The 
embedded developing ear tissues were sectioned longitudinally at 
10 μm thickness (Leica, CM1950). Tissue sections were adhered to 
the Stereo-seq chip surface and incubated at 37 °C for 2 min. The tis-
sues were then fixed in methanol and incubated at −20 °C for 40 min, 
treated with a nucleic acid dye stain (Thermo Fisher, Q10212) for 5 min 
and observed under a microscope to ensure the integrity of the nuclei 
(unfrozen 6 mm ear sections were used as a control (Supplementary 
Fig. 28)). The same sections were also used for bright-field imaging, 
and both types of images were taken with a Motic PA53 Scanner. Tissue 
sections were de-crosslinked in TE buffer (10 μM Tris, 1 μM EDTA, pH 
8.0) at 55 °C for 1 hour. The sections were then permeabilized at 37 °C 
for 12 min and incubated overnight at 42 °C for reverse transcription 
and complementary DNA synthesis. Afterwards, the tissue was digested 

at 37 °C for 30 min and treated with Exonuclease I (NEB, M0293L) for 
1 hour at 37 °C. The cDNA products were purified using Ampure XP 
Beads (Vazyme, N411-03) (0.6× and 0.15×), used for DNB generation 
and finally sequenced (paired-end 50 bp or paired-end 100 bp) on an 
MGI DNBSEQ-Tx sequencer.

Raw Stereo-seq data processing and quality control
Stereo-seq raw reads were generated from an MGI DNBSEQ-T5 
sequencer. Read 1 contained coordinate identity and UMI sequences 
(coordinate identity, 1–25 bp; UMI, 26–35 bp), while read 2 contained 
the cDNA sequence. Retained reads were then aligned to the reference 
genome B73 (ref. 78) via STAR79, and mapped reads with MAPQ 10 were 
counted and annotated to their corresponding genes using an in-house 
script (available at https://github.com/BGIResearch/handleBam). A 
gene-location expression matrix containing location information was 
then generated.

Binning data of spatial Stereo-seq
After obtaining the raw spatial data, we merged the transcripts cap-
tured by 50 × 50 DNBs into one bin50. We treated the bin50 as the funda-
mental analysis unit, and bin IDs were composed of X and Y coordinates 
on the capture chip. The threshold for filtering low-quality bins was set 
to <150 or >5,000 gene counts. After filtering, the remaining bin50s 
were included in the downstream analysis (the details are provided in 
Supplementary Table 1).

Recovering missing values and unsupervised clustering of 
Stereo-seq data
The raw gene–bin50 matrices were loaded into the Seurat package  
(v.4.1.1)50, which was implemented in R (v.4.3.1) (https://cran. 
r-project.org/). We then performed normalization in the origin dataset 
(LogNormalize, scaling factor 10,000), using the FindVariableFeatures  
function (vst method, 2,000 features) to identify highly variable genes; 
scaled the data with the ScaleData function; performed principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) with the RunPCA function (100 principal com-
ponents); and determined the statistical significance of the PCA scores 
with the JackStraw function. Clusters were identified using the Seurat 
function FindClusters with a resolution of 1. The data structures were 
separately visualized and explored by UMAP (the RunUMAP func-
tion was run with the following settings: dims, 15; metric, correlation; 
min.dist, 0.01). However, many genes were expressed in only a sub-
set of bin50s (Supplementary Fig. 29). We therefore used the Seurat 
Wrapper function RunALRA80,81 to impute missing expression values, 
increasing the non-zero percentage of expressed genes from 3.0% 
to 66.4% in sections 1 and 2, from 3.8% to 62.9% in section 3 and from 
3.1% to 72.6% in section 4 (Supplementary Fig. 29). After obtaining the 
imputed cell–bin50 matrices, we performed the downstream analyses  
as previously described. Briefly, we detected variable genes with the 
FindVariableGenes function (vst method, 2,000 features), scaled data 
with the ScaleData function, performed PCA with the RunPCA func-
tion, clustered bin50s with the Louvain method (FindNeighbors and  
FindClusters) and visualized the data with nonlinear dimensional 
reduction algorithms (RunUMAP). The physical distribution of cell 
types before and after imputation was consistent (Supplementary 
Fig. 30). More importantly, the clustering of imputed datasets showed 
more clear anatomical characteristics in some regions, especially in 
the meristems and vasculature (Fig. 1d).

Identifying cluster marker genes of clusters in the Stereo-seq 
and scRNA-seq data
Cluster-enriched genes were identified with the FindMarkers func-
tion of the R package Seurat50. Two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum tests 
were used to identify genes with significant expression differences 
between different cell clusters, with the parameters log2fc.threshold, 
0.25; p_val_adj, <0.01. The following thresholds were used to identify 
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cluster-specific marker genes: the log2 (fold change) of genes was 
>0.25, and the proportion of marker genes expressed in cells among 
corresponding clusters was >30%.

MetaNeighbor analysis
MetaNeighbor analysis was performed using the R function  
MetaNeighbor (v.1.20.0) with the default settings82. The AUROC scores 
produced by the MetaNeighbor analysis indicate the degree of correla-
tion between cell groups.

Monocle 2 analysis
Pseudotime trajectories were reconstructed using Monocle2 
(v.2.22.0)53. The count matrix was first converted to a CellDataSet 
object. Differentially expressed genes were then identified using the 
FindAllMarkers function in the R package Seurat (min.pct, 0.5; log2fc.
threshold, 1) and filtered by p_val_adj < 0.01. Dimensional reduction 
clustering and pseudotime trajectory inference were performed using 
the reduceDimension function and the orderCells function, respec-
tively, with the default parameters.

RNA velocity analysis
We classified genes into three types—unspliced, spliced and ambigu-
ous—using the CIGAR alignment information in the BAM file, as pre-
viously described83. To further preprocess the data, we scaled the 
spatial position of the sections on the chips and removed invalid reads 
and alignment results located on the periphery of the section. The 
preprocessed BAM file was then used to generate a sparse matrix, 
which was subsequently converted to an adata format using the  
R package anndata84 (https://github.com/theislab/anndata). The entire 
process could also be performed using a local script (https://github.
com/wjwei-handsome/bam2adata).

We performed data normalization and clustering using the default 
parameters of the scanpy84 and scvelo85 packages. Highly variable genes 
were selected as feature genes, and dimensionality reduction was 
performed via UMAP. Subsequently, kinetic parameters and gene-wise 
RNA velocity vectors were estimated on the normalized matrix and 
projected onto the visualized spatial plot to retain spatial information. 
We used streamlines to visualize the velocity vector flows on the 6 mm 
maize ear section.

Unsupervised clustering of indeterminate and determinate 
meristems
After obtaining the unsupervised clustering of the Stereo-seq data, 
we extracted the bin50s from the ME and IMT in the four sections. 
The new gene–bin50 matrices were loaded into the Seurat package, 
and the downstream analyses were performed as described above. 
Clusters were identified using the Seurat function FindClusters with 
a resolution of 0.2. The data structures were separately visualized and 
explored by UMAP (we ran the RunUMAP function with the following 
settings: dims, 10; metric, correlation; min.dist, 0.01).

Protoplast preparation
Protoplasts were prepared as described previously86,87. In brief, approxi-
mately thirty 6 mm developing ears were dissected with sharp razor 
blades into 0.5–1 mm slices in 0.4 M d-mannitol. After discarding the 
mannitol, we immediately transferred the slices into a 35 mm Petri dish 
containing 4 ml of enzyme solution, consisting of 0.6 M d-mannitol, 1% 
(w/v) Cellulase Onozuka R-10 (Research Products International), 0.2% 
(w/v) Macerozyme R-10 (Research Products International), 20 mM 
2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (pH 5.7), 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM 
CaCl2, 1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and 0.1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin 
(Sigma-Aldrich). (Before the addition of CaCl2, 2-mercaptoethanol and 
bovine serum albumin, the solution was heated to 55 °C for 10 min to 
inactivate proteases and facilitate enzyme solubility. Once the solution 
cooled to room temperature, CaCl2, 2-mercaptoethanol and bovine 

serum albumin were added. Finally, sterile Milli-Q water was added to 
reach a final volume of 4 ml. The resulting enzyme solution was filtered 
through a 0.45 μm syringe filter and added to the 35 mm Petri dish.)

The tissues were kept under vacuum (30 kPa) for 30 min in  
the dark at room temperature. Tissue digestion was performed with  
gentle shaking (40 rpm on a platform shaker) in the dark at 28 °C for 
2 hours. Following digestion, an equal volume of W5 solution (2 mM 
2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid adjusted to pH 5.7 with KOH, 
154 mM NaCl, 125 mM CaCl2 and 5 mM KCl) was added. The mixture was 
gently pipetted several times with a Pasteur pipette. Protoplasts that 
passed through a 40 μm cell strainer (Falcon) and a 30 μm cell strainer 
(pluriStrainer) were collected into a 14 ml round-bottom Falcon tube 
(Falcon) and pelleted by centrifugation at 100 g for 6 min at 4 °C with 
slow acceleration/braking. The supernatant was gently removed with-
out disturbing the pellet, and the pellet was gently resuspended with 
6 ml of cold W5 solution and washed twice using the same centrifuga-
tion conditions. The cells were resuspended in 3 ml of cold W5 solution. 
The tube was placed on ice for 30 min to facilitate the sedimentation 
of intact cells. The supernatant containing dead cells or debris was 
removed as much as possible using a Pasteur pipette. The pellet was 
resuspended in 500 μl of cold W5 solution and transferred to a 2 ml 
microcentrifuge tube. The protoplasts were stained with 10 μg ml−1 
fluorescein diacetate to check cell concentration and viability with a 
haemocytometer under a fluorescent microscope. More than 20,000 
high-quality protoplasts with viability ≥80% were immediately loaded 
onto the SCOPE-chip (Singleron) to collect single cells. Libraries were 
prepared according to the instructions of the GEXSCOPE single-cell 
RNA library kits (Singleron).

Single-cell RNA-seq analysis
The sequencing reads from two biological replicates of 6 mm B73 ears 
were aligned to the maize v.5 reference genome using the CeleScope 
bioinformatics analysis pipeline (v.1.6.1) available at https://github.
com/singleron-RD/CeleScope. Probable doublets were removed using 
DoubletFinder88. After obtaining the single-cell raw expression matrix, 
we filtered out low-quality cells on the basis of the number of genes 
detected (<1,500 or >10,000) and excluded cells with a high percent-
age of mitochondrial genes (>5%) to avoid cytoplasmic RNA leakage. 
We also excluded the protoplasting-responsive genes identified in a 
previous study16 to avoid potential confounding effects. Finally, we 
retained 19,584 single cells and 28,587 genes for downstream analysis.

Downstream analyses were mainly performed using the Seurat  
package (v.4.1.1)50. Normalized data were generated using the  
NormalizeData function (LogNormalize, scaling factor 10,000), and 
variable genes were detected using the FindVariableGenes function 
(vst method, 2,000 features). The scaled data were then subjected to 
PCA using the RunPCA function. To integrate multiple samples, we used 
the RunHarmony function to correct batch effects. Subsequently, an 
SNN graph was constructed, and cells were clustered with the Louvain 
method (using the FindNeighbors and FindClusters functions). Finally,  
the data were visualized using nonlinear dimensional reduction  
algorithms (using the RunUMAP function).

Integrating scRNA-seq and Stereo-seq data
The proportion of cells from different Sc-Clusters in the spots were 
estimated using the STRIDE deconvolve function55. The proportions  
of cells from different Sc-Clusters in the bin50s of sections 1 and 2 
are listed in Supplementary Table 8, those from section 3 are listed  
in Supplementary Table 9 and those from section 4 are listed in  
Supplementary Table 10.

Co-expression network construction and GO and KEGG 
enrichment analysis
The gene co-expression network was constructed using the WGCNA 
package (v.1.71)56. We calculated the average expression level of genes 
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in each Sc-Cluster and used these as the input for WGCNA. After obtain-
ing the gene modules and the weights of connection degrees between 
each gene on the basis of their expression patterns, we performed 
gene set enrichment analysis using the gProfiler web tool (https://biit.
cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/gost). The network diagram was generated using 
Cytoscape (v.3.7.1)60.

SNP heritability analysis
We used the LDAK software v.LD5.2 (ref. 89) to estimate narrow-sense 
heritability (h2) from subsets of hub gene SNPs located 2 kb upstream 
and downstream. To test whether the heritability for a given trait was 
greater than expected by chance, we estimated the heritability for 
1,000 permutations using a random subset of maize genes. Simulta-
neously, we computed the mean expression level of hub genes within 
each gene module (normalized expression level: module 3, 0.6051; 
module 5, 0.5120; module 7, 0.0929) to verify that the selected random 
genes exhibited expression levels surpassing the average expression 
level of these hub genes. For each permutation, genes with at least 
one SNP within the genic region were randomly selected to create a 
subset with a size within ±5 of the target set. A target set was consid-
ered significant for a given trait if its heritability exceeded the top 5% 
of permuted values.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature 
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The scRNA-seq and Stereo-seq data from this study can be found in 
CNGBdb (https://db.cngb.org/) and under project accession code 
CNP0004249 (https://db.cngb.org/search/project/CNP0004249/). 
Additional data, including the processed H5ad data, the original gene 
expression matrix and expression patterns of marker genes across all 
sections can be accessed at the STOmicsDB database90, https://db.cngb.
org/stomics/mdesta/. Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability
The code for counting and annotating mapped reads is available via 
GitHub at https://github.com/BGIResearch/handleBam.
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